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Orlando Science Center fonns partnership with UCF
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer
The Orlando Science Center
has formed a partnership with several UCF departments to help develop various projects for OSC' s
expanded facility. The new Orlando
Science Center will cover 193,000
square feet and will include interactive exhibitions, a planetarium, an
observatory and a state-of-the-art
science demonstration theater.
The center's involvement
with UCF began several years ago
when the Science Center commissioned UCF's College of Business
Administration to conduct market
research to assess the community's
interest in an expanded center and to
explore possible sources of public
and private funding. The final report was submitted to the Science
Center's Board of Trustees, which
includes UCF president Dr. John
Hitt and other faculty. The board
later approved the expansion of the
facility.
The new $44 million, 6story building will house the
Teacher Development Institute.
One of the projects that will be
explored in the institute will be to
study the impact of informal education.
"What happens at the Science Center or at Disney is informal education; people are entertained and learn simultaneously,"

Jan Donl <l n the Science
Center s direc v1 v
x Lernal affairs, explained that the board of
trustees had so far raised $34 million: a $16 million grant from the
Florida Department ofEducation;
$9 million from Orange County;
$3 million from the City of Orlando; and the remaining $6 million from a variety of public and
private sources.
"A fund-raising effort is underway• to collect the remaining
$10 miilion," added Donlan.
There will be 10 permanent
interactive exhibitions, including
Nature Works ,
KidsTown,
MatheMagic , Energize!, Physical
Physics, Earth and Space, En.tertainment Technology, Computers
and Simulation. Additionally, the
new center will provide space for
national and international travel courtesy/O.S.C.
ing competitions.
An artist's rendering of the expanded 193,000 square-foot Science Center, to be completed
The Orlando Science Cenin March of1997. UCF student teachers will be able to take advantage of the new facilities.
ter has been a long-time favorite
Dr. Judy Johnson of Sci- Committee that will create the ex- field trip for students of the tri-said Dr. Mary Palmer, Dean of the
College of Education and an edu- ence Education will be the interim hibition.
county public schools. The new
"One of the major chal- center will be able to accommocation consultant for the new cen- director of the institute. Additionally, there will be a space in the lenges in developing the exhibit date all teachers wanting to bring
ter.
"What happens in a school new center for teacher education will be to interpret the science in a their classes .'Since 1988, the Sciis formal education, where the goal and for the UCF student teachers' way young students and the gen- ence Center has limited the num- ·
eral public can understand," said ber of students to 60,000 annually
is education, and entertainment classes and internships.
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UCF police Officers.
by KATIE JONES
Managing editor
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Not all adoptions require an
orphan and a new set of beaming
parents. Some require one group
of young women and another
group of people packing semi.automatic guns.

wa1'thdpaort1"cpti1'pat1'n·gosonror1"t1pes.rogcorammumn1'ty retolat1'onsu.

CF

Angela Passai1aigue, an Alpha Delta Pi member and
Panhellenic delegate, said she read
about Adopt-a-Cop programs at
other schools and started one at
UCF to show appreciation for UCF
police officers.
"We are trying to build relations with the police because they
do so much for us," she said.
Sgt. Tom Gorbas handed out
a sign-up sheet to officers, and 83
percent chose to join the Adopt-aCop program, including Chief Ri-

. "The officers get a chance
to meet people in the community
and talk to students ... and develop
a rapport with them," he said.
Passailaigue said she hopes
the officers will be "adopted" by
the sororities for the duration of
their employment at UCF.
She added that her goal is
for each sorority to do something
nice for the officers at least once a
week, like inviting them to sorority dinners and making them cards.
Passailaigue hopes the pro-

;:;:::r

Starting this spring, the

chard Turkiewicz. Gorbas said the

gram will honor the officers be-

'i!J!f

Adopt-a-Cop program at UCF
will match UCF police officers

program was a good opportunity
for the officers to get involved in

see ADOPT, page'S
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Ubrary late fees may be staying at UCF in future
by WAYNE CULVER
Contributing writer

. Last year UCF students paid
$69,090 in fees for returning their
library books late. However, that
money did not go to the library - it
went to the state government.
New legislation proposed by
the Florida Student Association will

universities to keep its late fees . The
fees, which totaled $686, 174 in 1993,
would be used to enhance materials
and programs at the.libraries.
'The idea is to keep the funds at
the schools .and not send them to the
state for reimbursement according to
student population," saidLindaReale,
UCF director of student lobbying.
Anne Marie Allison, director
of the UCF library, thinks that this

News

Opinion

The worst movies of '94 ••• p.9

Classified
Features
Sports

could lead to negative attitudes toward
the library.
"I don't believe that returning
the fines to the libraries will have a
total positive effect," explained
Allison.
University of North Florida's
library director Andrew Farkas requested that the fines stay at the librar-

see LIBRARY, page 4
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Prop 187 manager to discuss

immigration conbol measures
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

The wake of California's
Proposition 187 has washed up on
Florida's shores. And today coulq
mark the beginning of the process of
building the political machine
needed to place a similar proposition on Florida's ballots.
Although Prop. 187 passed
by a double-digit margin last election day, its implementation has been
blocked by legal challenges and
could be stuck in the courts for
years. The amendment seeks to
deny illegal immigrants government
social services and welfare benefits,
which are estimated in Cal)fomia at
$1.6 billion annually.
In Florida, 370,000 illegal
immigrants cost the state $ l billion
per year. With the recent tide of
refugees from Haiti and Cuba, that
number could double rnce Washington decides what to do with them.
Currently, there are thousands detained in make-shift camps in south
Florida, Panama and in the U.S .
naval base in Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba.
Jo Miglino, press secretary to
Florida Governor Lawton Chiles,
believes that' Prop. 187 does not
solve the core problem, which in her
view is inadequate and unenforced
immigration policies. Therefore, in
a move unprecedented in American

..

,,

history, Attorney General Bob
Butterworth filed a lawsuit against
the U.S. government in an attempt
to recover the money Florida spent
on illegals.
That lawsuit was thrown out
of Federal court, in which the judge
ruled that the suit was more politics
than substance. In a press release,
Governor Chiles said he was "disappointed" by the dismissal, cal Ii ng
it a "temporary setback" and vowing to "explore every avenue open
to us."The statement concluded with
the governor asserting that "Floridians will not pay for the federal
government's failure to enforce it's
own immigration laws."
Armed with a recent CNN/
USA Today poll showing strong
national support for propositions
similar to California's 187, several
Florida groups and a political consultant are teaming up to begin sowing the seeds of what might become
Florida'smostcontroversia1 amendment ever.
"The purpose of our meeting
is to bring together interested parties to see if we can reach a cohesive
approach to a proposition similar to
187," said Doug Go~tzloe, a former
ranking Republican official and currently an Orlando-based political
consultant. The speaker at the gathering will be Bob Kiley, campaign
manager of Prop. 187. Kiley will
"talk about what happened from a

political standpointin California and
how it may apply to our state,"
according to Goetzloe. Out of the
five groups that will be represented
in the meeting, Floridians for Immigration Control and Dade United
support curtailing all immigration,
legal and illegal. Preempting possible charges of racism, Goetzloe
said ''I want to make it clear thatl am
not interested in being involved in
any organization that would limit
legal immigration." Other groups to
berepresentedincludeAxe The Tax
committee, the United States Taxpayers Party and The Federation for
American Immigration R~forrn.
Dr. Terri Fine, a UCF associate professor of political science
and an expert on public opinion
research and trends agrees that
"there's clearly a move in Florida"
to do something about illegal inimigration. Fine explained that although
"on the one hand you've got the
large proportion of elderly who do
not want to pay [additional] taxes
for government services,'' on the
other hand there's the politically
affluent and active "Cuban-Americans who would oppose it." Therefore, Fine believes "even ifit gets on
the ballot, I don't think it will pass."
Goetzloe and the representatives of the various groups will meet
at noon at Vivaldi's Restaurant in
downtown Orlando. The cost of the
luncheon is $25.

TV tries alternative to 'body count journalism'
by JIM LONELY
Reuters

...
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•

lV1IAMI-Concemed about
the impact on viewers of a daily dose
of bloodstains and body_ bags on the
nightly news, a handful of television
stations areofferingan alternative with
"family-sensitive" local newscasts.
In the year since the first newscast ofits type was launched in Minneapolis, stations in Sacramento, Miami
and other ciJies across the country
have seized on the innovative concept
for their daily news shows.
The idea is to limit the number of video clips showing body
bags, sheet-covered stretchers,
blood-smeared pavement, glaring
ambulance Iights and other flashing
images of crime in the big city.
Those kind of images that are used,
are put into context.
"Viewers wen; wondering
why newscasts can't be newscasts ·
without the violent video. Why can't
you tell us the news without the
bloody bodies?" said Mark Hooper,
assistant news director at WCCO,
the CBS-owned station in Minneapolis that was the first in the country to try to clean up its news.
The stations are replacing the
violent images with more feature
stories, serious stories about community issues and more entertainment news.
The experiment began at the
Minnesota station lastJanuary with
the launch of a 5 p.m. newscast
labelled as "family-sensitive."
That time slot was chosen
becau e market research indicated
it was "a tough time for parents,"

said Hooper. The television is usually on,. kids have contr_ol of the
remote, and parents are too busy
preparing dinner to monitor programming.
"Family-sensitive news is
fundamentally important," said
James Steyer, president of Children
Now, an Oakland, Ca.-based child
advocacy group.
"It means that the news director and all of the people involved in
news at that station are thinking"
about the impact of what they do on
children," he said.
According to a 1994 study
commissioned by Children Now,
50 percent of children feel angry,
afraid or sad after watching the news,
and they overwhelmingly believe
what they see.
In contrast, children understand entertainment programs are
dramatizations.
"News coverage is dominated
by portrayals of children as perpetrators or victims of crime," said
Steyer. "Kids see a very negative
image of themselves on TV."
Many critics of TV news,
Steyer among them, say the use of
graphic crime images in newscast
promos has left some viewers with
a palpable sense of fear about their
own communities.
News managers say in some
cases, the move away from "body
count journalism" came because reporters and producers didn't want
their own children watching what
they were putting on the air.
"We, the broadcast journalists, let it all get out of hand," said
Sue Kawaler ki, news director at

WCIX in Miami, which began family-sensitive newscasts in May.
Kawalerski said her news
team has reduced the graphic video
on its.early evening newscasts, and
is givingmore careful consideration
to the types of crime stories it runs.
''We're more conservative in
what we cover. We will try to put the
story in some kind of context," she
said. "Is it a trend in our community? Is there a potential for viewers
to become involved in curbing this activity?"
WCIX decided to offer itself
as a clear-cut alternative to its South
Florida competitors, which include
WSVN, the Fox affiliate that built a
national reputation and solid ratings
on glaring graphics, staccato anchor
delivery and the flashing lights, yellow police tape and bloodstained
sheets of a thousand crime scenes.
''We've done lots of research
over the years," Kawalerski said.
"Peoplehaveconstantly complained
about the amount of crime and the
kinds of pictures they see on TV."
The news directors in both
Minneapolis ~nd Miami consider
family-sensitive news a winner, with
one garnering strong ratings and the
other positive viewer feedback.
But many news managers,
and those who watch the industry,
said the ultimate success of familysensitive news will be measured in
the number of viewers.
"Television is a ratings-driven
business. I'm hoping that the family-sensitive news wiJl be successful from a ratings point of view,"
said Steyer.
.
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Late fee money could provide
Library with more materials
from LIBRARY, page 1

ies.
"I firmly believe· that if we do
the work to collect the fines, we should
be able to keep the money," Farkas
said.
Greg Bradley of Florida Student Association said, ''More money
in the budget can help the libraries and
the students." He added, "Libraries
are critical to the universities, and their
reputation is important to the school."
Allison said that the UCF library has perfonned well. She· emphasized that student polls conducted
to rank the services provided at the
university showed that students were
pleased with the library.
"I think the university library
system needs support in accomplishing its mission to provide fac1:1lty and
students with the materials and servic~s needed for their teaching and

take

research," Allison said.
Allison stressed that the library just wants the books back on
time, and the fine is an incentive for
that.
Farkas agrees and said, "The
money collected costs the taxpayers
nothing."
"There are so many places
where the money could be used,"
said Farkas. "If the money were to
come back to the library, it would
benefit the patron."
Last year, patrons of the UCF
library checked out about 300,000
items that were liable for fines. The
library issued 13,000 overdue notices on materials loaned.
The library's operating cost
last year total~ $3.9 mjllion, with
$1.6 million spent on materials.
Allison said that she does not believe that the $69,090 will change
the financial situation of the library.

Kaplan and get

a higher score .. ."
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Arrests

•

•Robert B. Scoggins, 24, was
arrested and charged with drunk driving, I :42 a.m. Jan 1, on Alafaya Trail
and Gemini Boulevard.
•Trenton T. Bongard, 19, was
arrested and charged with possession
of an alcoholic beverage by a person
under age 21, 7:13 p.m. Dec. 15 near
Lake Claire Apartments.
• Mark W. Sabin, 18, was
arrested and charged with stealing
eight pages from a magazine at the
Library, 3:35 p.m. Dec. 2.

Car burglaries

"

a driver's side window of her car and
stole a compact disc player, compact
discs and a rear hubcap, at the Alpha
Delta Pi house, between 10:30 p.m.
Dec. 1 and 9 a.m. Dec. 2. The items
were valued at $670.
• Edward J. Miesak, 40, reported thatsomeonestolea UCFparking decal from his car parked in a Jot
near the Visitor's Information Center,
between 10 a.m. Dec. 14 and 10 am.
Dec. 15.
•Jason M. Dejourdan, 18, reported that someone entered an unlocked car parked in a lot near the
Humanities and Fine Arts building
and stole speakers valued at $225,
between 1 and 3:05 p.m. Dec. 12.

•A 46-year-old man reported
thata man knocked on a window ofhis
car. When he rolled it down, the man
reached through the window and
punched him in the face, 7:22 p.m.
Dec. 5 in a parking lot near the Administration building.

• Russel K. Shaw Jr., 25, reported that someone entered his vehicle by smashing in a window and
stole a bookbag, sunglasses and five
cassettes, between 11 a.m and 1: 130
p.m. Dec. 9 in a dirt parking lot. The
items were valued at $130.

•Daniel P. Mason, 22, reported
that someone ·entered his locked car
parked in front of the Sigma Chi house
and stole a radar detector, cassette,
stereo receiver, headsetandsunglasses,
between 2 a.m. and 11 p.m. Dec. 29.
The items were valued at $748.

•Jarrod R. Gage, 24, reported
that someone scratched his vehicle the
length of the driver's side, between 8
and lOa.m.Nov. l inadirtparkinglot.

Thefts

the Student Center, between 8 a.m.
Dec. 14 and 6 p.m. Dec. 15.
• AlfDujoune, 24, reported that
someone stole a textbook valued at
$85 from a desk on the fourth floor of
the Library between 5:25 and 5:35
p.m.Dec.9.

that a man tried to look up her dress
with a mirror taped to his shoe on the
fourth floor of the Library, 5:40
p.m. Dec. 5.

3 and 8 p.m. Jan. 3 in an office in the
WaynepenschAthleticCenter. The
man fears for his life.

• Christopher L. Slogar, 23 ,
reported that someone wrote the
word "stow" in black marker on a
stall of a men's bathroom on the first
floor of the Visual Arts building,
Dec.6.

•Someone in a car drove into
a bicycle rack near Lake Claire
Apartments and damaged five bicycles, between 7:30 p.m. Dec. 6
and 10: 15 a.m. Dec. 7.

•A 51-year-old man reported
•A 17-year-oldstudenttried to that a man left threatening messages
-compiled by Katie Jones,
steal a Library book valued at $10 on his answering machine, between managi.11.g editor.
from the Library after tearing off the , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - -bar code from the front of the book.
•Nancy M. Visuanathan, 27,
reported that someone stole a book
valuedat$56.75fromaledgenearthe
Reflecting Pond, between 7:15 and
7:30 a.m. Dec. 7.
• Christopher J. Devault, 18,
reported that someone stole his bicycle out of a rack at the Recreational
Services building, between 8:30 and
10 p.m. Dec. 5.

Other crimes
•Charles R. Sabas, 27, reported
• Britney L. Barton, 18, re- that someone stole a microscope val_
ported thatsomeonesmashedahole in r-~~~~~~-=-:::-~~~~~~~~~_;__~:._:_:_:.E...:..:_:_:_:_~
ued at $3,000 out of the game room in
•A 19-year-oldstudentreported
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cause "they keep the girls safe by
patrolling around the houses."
GreekadvisorGregMason said
the new association between the sororities and the police goes along with
partofUCFPresidentJohn Hitt's plan
for the university, which includes creating partnerships on campus.
He also said that college students often have an adverse relationship with police and can have an "us
against them" attitude. He hopes the
Adopt-a-Cop program will help create positive working ties between police and students.
"One of the ways to bridge the
gap is through this program. [The
police]canseewhatsomeoftheGreeks
do, and the Greeks can see what the
cops do," he added.

Hewlett-Packard
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from ADOPT, page 1

• Someonetippedoverasoda
machine in front of the workout
room in the Student Center, 7:14
p.m. Dec 9. Estimated damage was
$300.

• A 22-year-old student reported that another student struck
him in the face with his elbow and
threatened him in a hallway-ofComputer Center II, 3:30 p.m. Dec. 5.
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CARRY Our SPECIAL
One 16" Large Pizza
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Delivery Special
2 18"

with one topping

$7.50

w/1

FRT:'E 112 do-:.en bread.Hicks with sauce

EXTRA LARGE PIZZA
TOPPING

$15.95

2 liter Pepsi products $1 .50
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AF ROTC
CAN YOU HEAR
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING?
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•ALL WORK GUARANTEED
•FREE REPAIRS TO REGULAR CLIENTS

800,000 students in America
graduated without a job in 1993.
A1nimau~s
he1P··'~an.ta
., , ., ...... P· rin
. g·s._........
..,·
needy .tammes:·i11'tbe Central

FIOtida arett"t6're¢~i\tetheloys.
.. .GQrbasho~ t~<:~mtinue
the prog~ and sta:rt it ear·
lier next year to .get more student, faculty and staff re-

sponse.

ACRYLICS

FIBERGLASS

Full Set Tips $35.00
Fills $18.00

Full Set $40.00
Manicure $12.00

r-----------------,
'$5 OFF

:

DON'T BE A STATISTIC!
Guarantee your job after graduation . Ask Major Mack
about the unique opportun ities in AFROTC.
Biology Building Rm 306, 823-1247

WITH THIS COUPON

L- - - _

I
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THEE NAIL CENTER
10035 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
CORNER OF DEAN & UNIVERSITY

407 677-1966
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Happy new year...
put on your riot gear

Ofatrlbuted by Trl!iuro l.ledl1

S..v~1

D Abortion violence escalates
as leaders vow to continue
the fight out in the streets.
Once again, the newspapers and tabloids are filled
with the story of a troubled young man and dead bodies.
This time, it's Brookline, Massachusetts, where John C.
Salvi III allegedly shot and killed two receptionists at an
abortion clinic, wounding five others_
Instead of just rehashing the same old pro-con abortion babble, though, let the players speak for themselves.
Maybe then society can get a better idea of what's going
through everybody's mind right now.
"There's nothing wrong with John whatsoever other
than he killed a couple people." - John Christo, friend of
Salvi
"Why is the life of a receptionist worth more than the
lives of 50 innocent human babies?" - Donald Spitz,
Director of Pro-Life Virginia
"If we can accept a mother killing a child in the womb,
then
we tell people
notof
toOperation
kill outsideRescue
the womb?"
- Rev.how
Flipcan
Benham,
direction
out of · . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..
Dallas
"We're in a war .. _there are 30 million dead babies and
only five people on the other side, so it's really nothing to
get all excited about." - Don Treshman, national director
of Rescue America
"There may be a link between advocating the use of
force and people acting on it." - Rev. Pat Mahoney,
director of the Christian Defense Coalition
Well, things seem quite cut and dry, don't they. Is
there any real doubt as to what these extreme right Pro-life
movements have in mind for the next year? Should Paul
Hill be executed for the murder of two in Pensacola last
year? "Blood will run in the streets like nobody has ever
seen," or so states Daniel· Ware, anti-abortion leader in
Houston.
Granted, these groups may be far from the nor.m, but
does that make the actions any saner? Simply stating that
theses group are on the ra~ical fringe does not do anything
to stop it from happening again, and with the opinions ·
stated earlier, remorse is not a very common feeling in the
Pro-life movement. Federal and state legislation needs-to
be even tighter to protect these workers and to punish
those who would violate their Constitutional rights. "An
~ye for an eye" comes from a long time ago, when
violence was the only assurance of survival. I pray mankind has gotten past that in th.e last 2000 years.
Chad Brunner
Opinion editor
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Letters to the editor
Human rights violations deprive
entertainers at Splendid China
I am an employee at Splendid China, and the reason
I am writing to you is to inform you of the many
injustices that are currently committed against the
Chinese entertainers here. Splendid China officially
opened on Dec.13, 1993. The purpose of the park is to
provide a cultural exchange between our country and
China.
It is true_, that the performers here are providing a
taste of China with tpeir colorful costumes and performances, but it l.s not a mutual cultural exchange. The
entertainers are being culturally exploited by the local
director ofSplendid China, Mr. Ma. The entertainers
are merely p·uppets sent from Mainland China to perform for the American public. They are not allowed to
fraternize with the locals. This includes engaging in
conversations with Americans, riding in their cars and
visiting their homes. Furthermore, Mr. Ma took all the
entertainers' docu_men.ts which include their working
visas, travel documents and social security cards. He
presently has them under lock and key_
To control them even further, they are not given any
valid ID. He has the power to freeze their banking
accounts so that they will not be able to acc.ess their
money until they return to China. Presently, all the
performers have an account with Barnett Bank. And I
have reason to believe that Splendid China currently
ow~s and operates a Barnett Branch. Splendid China
also currently owns and operates a Days Inn Hotel
which is nearby Splendid.China. All the performers are
presently staying at the east side of the hotel and are not
allowed to have "outsiders" in their rooms. Plus, none
of the performers are allowed to receive or make phone
calls. Mr_ Ma enforces this rule by posting a security
guard at the east side of the building. If any of the
performers get caught tireaking Mr. Ma's rules regard- .
ing fraternization with Americans, they are required to
pay a $100 fine. And there are rumors that a concentration camp will be buil~ to house these Chinese performers so that it will protect them from "foreign influences."
·
As you can see, the performers here at Splendid
China are treated like criminals. As one performer said
to me, "I have a lot more freedom in China than here.
I thought this was s~pposed to be a free country."

Splendid China was built to provide a cultural exchange between our two countries. This hasn't been the case so far. How
are they going to learn more about our culture and our country
if they are constantly being watched?
I ask y()u to help these people by doing an undercover
investigation. You can start by driving to the Days Inn hotel and
checking the ~ecurity that is posted at the east side to verify my
story. Maybe you can stay at the hotel for one night and secretly
invite one of the performers for an interview. But you must do
this covettly so you can gather all the necessary evidence to
support my story. You will need an interpreter who can speak
Mandarin fluently because the entertainers can only speak a
little English.
I risk losing my job if anyone here finds out that I am writing
this letter to you, so at this time I would like to remain
anonymous. I feel it is my moral obligation as an American to
make this-country aware of the injustices that are presently
·happening in our own back yard and to insure that these people
are tre~ted with dignity. I hope that once they can get their
freedom, they will ]earn more from our ideals of.human rights,
our culture and our freedom. One day, once they return to
China, they will share their experience in America with their
fellow citizens.
Nanie withheld by request

Computer Science majors are not all
criminal hackers, regardless of record
I read your ·article "Hacker invades Pegasus systems gains
access to e-mail accounts" which included several quotes frotn
me. I am particularly disturbed that your article quotes me as
saying that we can expect this from Computer Science students
[implying] that all Computer Science students are hackers.
This is far from the truth. The intent of my conversation with
your reporter WJ!S not along those Jines. I indicated that Computer Science students are curious, actively involved with
computers and networks, eager and will challenge limits of
operating systems and software structures. We can expect that
because of the nature of their a~ademic pursuit. In my twentyfive years with the University, I can only remember [fewer]
than five cases where Computer Science students have crossed
the line from true academic utilization to illegal activity.
William H. Branch
Director of Computer
Services and
Telecommunications

Due to the enormous public outcry, both Dave Bany
and Berkeley Breathed are officially retiring from
service here in the opinion section. Both, as of next
week, can be found in the features section.
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Affirmative action Part II - What else can we do about it?
Affirmative action is a program that professes to oppose
don't want to enter the "boring'', lower-paying fields of
discrimination. It operates on the notion of advancing minorscience or engineering (relative to law or medicine)?
ity rights. In reality, affirmative action's system of quotas,
Implementing a merit-based system to counter real
undue preferences, and racial normalization only aids in new
racism, bigotry and unreasonable intolerance ranks the
forms of discrimination. AA' s current system of compensahighest points under the "utilitarian principle" (which
tory justice, with blacks and Hispanics being the largest racial
balances social gains to losses). A merit system would
recipients, may lead to a new class of victims to be protected
improve
productivity, quality and service. It would also
and, consequently, supporting continued reverse discrimination on a
- mcx:lem white males. This cyclical system of discriminaproduce better students. All the aforementioned injustices
broad basis. This has been the chosen course of action for the U.S.
tion, reversediscrimination, and racism can only agitate racial
of abolishing affirmative action are also removed.
Courts. Major cases involving reverse discrimination, such as Wygant
inequities.
All stakeholder rights are satisfied with a merit system.
vs. the Jackson Board ofF.ducation, Local 28
Affirmativeaction is an unAll involved parties' injuries would be repaid with equal
Sheet Metal Workers Union vs. the Equal
just system that violates indiopportunityfor all (though not necessarily for the indi victual' s
Employment Opportunity Commission, and
vidual rights and hurts society.
race, sex, or group, since some groups are dominant in
The United States vs. Richard Paradise, have
An altemativeanti-discrirninaathletics and others tend to amass in education). Schools
all sided with gender-bias and racism dition policy, which stresses inand businesses would have the right to good laborers and
rected toward whites, Asians, and males in
dividual initiative, must be
students again. Workers' rights to hon -"t wages would be
education and business.
found.
Alternative No. 2 entails the elimination
met. Voter rights would be enforced with the invalidation
There are three main ethical issues that arise given the
of affirmative action as a discriminatory federal program.
of AA, and the implementation of a system they support
current state of preferential treatment, racial relations, disAlternative No. 3 would replace affirmative action with a new
(the same poll that showed voter disapproval of AA recrimination, reverse discrimination, and affirmative action in
vealed support for merit-based hiring).
program of merit-based selection where emphasis would focus solely
the United States:
on candidate qualifications (such as experience, education; specific
Merit-based selection appears to bethemostacceptable
I) Should individuals -whether employees ot students
training, and other meaningful factors). Employer and admissfons
solution to the current problems of AA, since it is favored
- be selected based on color, race, ethnic origin, or gender offices' adherence to the program would be measured by comparison
by most Americans. It also conforms well to the Christian
for employment or higher education? Would this violate any
of job requirements with selected candidates.
' work ethic ingrained in
person's rights? Can trait-based selection be good for society
To ensure the best candidate is chosen from
American culture, as it does
be
th
bl. h
. ..
asa whole?
the poo1, samp1e app1ications
wou1d
com:J
not requrre e esta is 2) Should quotas, race normalization, or preferential
ment of a welfare state.
pared according to the rules of statistical samtreatment be continued without public consent? Would this
piing and random selection. Discrimination
Although abolishing affirmativeactionandimpleviolate the citizenship and voting rights of a democratic
charges would be reduced, since the merit pronation?
gram better recognizes pbtential racial differmenting a merit-based sys3) Can a contradictory program, such as affirmative ences in position suitability; any litigation under
tern appear similar, they difthe merit program would be settled by com- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
fer in that the merit system
action, which simultaneously requires results-oriented race
"conscienceless" and opposes race-based hiring be viable?
actively embraces qualifications in hiring and selection.
parison of the plaintiff with other job or school applicants- if the
Does it' respect the rights of all individuals? Does AA
Additionally, the merjtsystem is more widely supported by
plaintiff shows he/she is more qualified, then the court finds in his/
contribute a net gain to society in the most efficient manner her favor. This would be no more subjective than current decisions
the American people, since motivation is favored over
possible?
by judges and juries where decisions must be made as to if - handouts.
There are three possible courses of action possible, . individuals are being racially discriminated upon simply because
Only the implementation of a true merit-based system
considering the current situation.
therearenotenoughoftheircolorintheworkplace-asoneliberal
of selection will solve the problems of discrimination
Alternative No. I entails upholding affirmative action
respondent to my last article stated, could it be that some races just
which haunt the United States.

Brynner Yee

THE YOUNG REPUBLIC

Affirmative action is an
unjust system which
violates individual rights ...

Ma1or
· cases... a// s1"ded
with gender-bias and .
racism toward whites,
Asians and males...
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CLUB> INFO
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218
First meeting Jan. 10, 1995
All Welcome!
GLBSU Semester Kick-off Party
is this Friday. The theme is "Friday the 13th". $2.00 admission
includes pizza. BYOB. Phone
648-0057 for directions.

Female Christian to share w/
same 2bd/2ba duplex, W/D $250
mo. plus 1/2 util. Vanessa 6580556. Avail. now
M/F, N/S choice of two rooms,
both $163 mo. plus 1/3 util. Apt.
has W/D Call Scott 351-9331 x
213 (work) 273-6892 (home)
F/M needed for 212 apt. on Econ ..
$300 mo. plus 1/2 util. In cl. pool,
jacuzzi, tennis, racquetball, exercise & laun~ry tac. 671-2417

Classified
Hairstylist, Part-time, Flexible
Hours. Call for Interview 3802621 ask for Michele
WANTED: Domestic Help! 1520 hrs per week, child care for 9 &
11 yr old, lite housekeeping. Top
$paid! Please call 245-7557 for
interview appointment.
STUDENTS
Over 120 American man.ufacturers need you to assemble products at home. Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etc.
Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Parttime and full- time. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're
paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444
Ext. 1001C

January 10, 1995

Microwave, footlocker size, $49
OBO, 359-7354

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes at home. Send long
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727

· WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277-9600

Furniture - Desk, Sofa, Tables,
Bed. Must sell!! $145-$295. Call
657-4816

Earn up to $500 per week assembling products at home. No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
Dept. FL-307

AUT06
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735

85 Mercury Lynx, 2dr, 4 speed,
NC, AM/FM Stereo, runs great,
$850 OBO. 381-4375 Iv. msg.

Telemarketing/Sales Opportu-

nity
Enthusiastic, ambitious, reliable
appointment setters. Salary,
Comm., Bonuses & Spiffs!!
Start immediately. Part-time
hours. Call Donna 332-0022

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts .
Desktop Publishing
Spre?dsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080

WANTED: Used Gold, will pay
cash! INSTANT REPLAY
JEWERLY & PAWN 282-4263

Baby Sitter, after school hours,
UCF area, must love kids, 2 boys,
ages 1 1/2 & 5. Call 695-1283

BED- Queen Orthopedic. Must
sell!! $135. 657-9082

LIVE-IN-NANNY/HELPER
Eves, Wkends for Active Household. 5 mins to UCF. Rm, Bd,
Salary. Call 263-6334
Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Send SASE to P.O. Box 10075
Olathe, KS 66051

Portable Dishwasher, $150
OBO, 6ft, beige couch & matching chai~. Must go by.,Jan. 14 for
best off:er. 351-2188

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPNFormer College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140
I

TYPl6T6

A+ Typing & Word Processing
Desktop Publishing by Claire
Complete Bedroom Set- Queen
Earn $: Judge Forensics,
Laser print. Professional results!
Very professional, very 'quick,
Bed, Chest of Drawers w/large
STATE Championship, Orlando
Same day turn-around available!
very reasonable. 14 yrs. Exp.
mirror, Night Stand. Like new.
Feb. 9-11. Contact Dr.- Barbara
Close to UCf!.Call 366-7123
Mcintosh & Laser Printer
Must sell. $150. Paul 380-3706
Williams 407-632-1111ext2424
380-2162
3bd/2ba Hse. $325 includes all.
5min. from UCF. W/D, Pool, Ten- - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
nis, quiet surroundings. Call
Sandy 366-9391

f012_12_b_NT

STUDENT SPECIAL
3 Bedroom Apts.
Reduced Rates
Call Now!!
Oakwood Village 678-2987
2bd/2ba Apt. great location, walk
to school, washer/dryer, ceiling
fans, $490 mo. Call 654-1858,
leave message
2bd/2ba Condo. Pool, Tennis,
Scrn. Porch, 2np fir. Av&il. now.
$580 mo. Call Karen 64 7-1665
or 841-0000
2bd/2ba Duplex. NC, near Hwy
50 & Dean Rd. $425 mo. plus
$300 security. Call 648-5136 or
eve. 862-3188
2bd/2ba Apt. Foxhunt, 5 min.
from UCF, W/D. $525 mo., $100
dep. Avail. ASAP. Call 282-4063

You Mold The Future Of Otir Country.
We Think You Deserve
Proper Recognitfon.
ABC's. Multiplication tables. The solar
system. You teach our children the focts, the

A++ (Superior) by the A.M. Best Con1pany,

theories, and the skills that help shape them

respected independent analysts

into capable individuals. You
devote countless hours to their

*Tuition Reimtiursement*
*Medical Benefits*
*Flexible Shifts*
Work for a major oil compan y
as Friendly Attendant or
Cashier. 1st, 2nd or 3rd shifts,
full or part-time schedules,
many locations available.
Call Kelly Services for an
Interview today!! 246-1821
Equal Opportunity Employer/
ADA
Never a fee

that your effor.ts
do not pass

~~ ear t
>-

of. the insurcrnce industry.
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We rea 1ize how long
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show that
educators are
some of the most
responsible drivers

pleased to know
GEJCO provides
24-hour claims
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and policy
service, every
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be, so you'.11 be
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unnoticed.

a teacher's day can
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care, too, and want
you to know

·

~

progress. And you do it
because you care.

AtGE1Cowe

Valet Parking Positions: City
Nights Valet, inc. is now hiring
runners to fill valet parking position3 at several locations across
Central Florida. You must be at
least 21 years of age, capable of
intense running, have a good
driving record and a great attitude. We are looking for safe,
careful drivers who know how to
drive a standard as well as an
automatic, and who know how to
deliver great, friendly service to a
customer. You· need to be available at least one (1) weekend
night and one (1} week day or
night per week minimum. Shifts
available around the clock,
scheduling is flexible around
classes and other jobs, pay is
outstanding. Only clean cut, honest, hard working and serious
athletes need apply. Call (407}
849-0670 to set an appointment.

the U.S. And, GEICO is rated ·

~

GEICO, sensible drivers

GEICO offers

~

00

on the road. With

year. And

~~)...

'f e

like you could save 15% or

0"'"'J•..

0
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GE i C •

private passenger automobiles, GEICO

monthly payment plans to fit
your budget. In

recognition of all you've
done, GEICO would like to
offer you outstanding auto

more on personal auto insurance. In
fact, as the nation's sixth-largest insurer of

convenient

insur<11icc that alw~ys makes the grade.
Call us tmfay and sec just how easy
saving with GEICO can be.

insures thousands of teachers across

Call: 645-1488

Call: 897-7157

3131 Corrine Dr.
Orlando

4937 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando

(1 /2 mile from the Navy Training Center Main Gate)

(3/4 mile west of SR 436)

Cost Comparison
1.D.# 4875

GEICO
The sensible alternativc;M

Gon~mmcnt Employees Insurance Co. •GEICO Gener.ii Insurance Co. •GEICO Indemnity Co. • GEfCO C1'iualty Co.
ll1c:i<: sh.1n:h\llder,1111K'ti compt111il'S .1~ n\lt ,1ffili,1ted with the US. G.1vemmcnt. Auto in.'illmnce L'i not .1w1iL1blc in MA or NJ. GEICO, W.1shinglnn, IX 2lU7h.
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DK Dynamite drops some
k-n-o-w-ledge on some bad flicks
by DEREK KRAUSE
Flick critic
Journey with me into the
mind of a film maniac. Not Dr.
.Dre, but a boy of another race. A
filmboy.
As I venture into my new
forum of criticism, departing from
my birthright and branching out
with my literary father, my mind
is at an ease. For this is my medium for rambJlng and raving over
my possessive nature for watching mesmerizing films and mindless movies.
Thus, I begin with what last
year filled my time with over 400
hours of filmography, and that
doesn't include driving time. So
here it is: The worst of 1994.
After I viewed my first film
of the year, The Air Up There, a
little over one year ago today, I
can't say the future was bright.
Considering the extraordinary
achievements in 1993, last year
was simply dull.
The worst film of the year,

chicks with periods, rather than
an in-depth look at homosexual
females.
Hey! Don't .forget On
Deadly Ground, Steven Segal's
environmental sabotage on oily
penguins and snow-powered
Kawasaki's, "Yhich was edited so
haphazardly, his spirit warrior
took what felt like 10 hours to
blow up an oil plant.
No Escape comes close behind _ bars, that is. Enough said,
No Escape went nowhere. Likewise, Stargate tried to break new
sci-fi ground, bu tended up as nothing more than two hours of special
effects trying to carry a movie.
Sequels once again disgraced moviemaking. With such_
revamped scripts as House Party
3, Beverly Hills Cop 3, City Slickers 2, Mighty Ducks 2, Major
League 2, My Girl 2, and Wes
Craven's Newest Crap, the year
was showered with_ simplistic
boredom. I just can't wait for Die
Hard 3 and Speed 2~
With Keanu Reeves running

PcilyGram

Charlie jumped into another bad role in Terminal Velocity.
Color of Night, was a filmmaking
travesty. A confusion-filled
bubble that bursted with sickening professionalism and an underlying controversy that cried for
attention, I'm still unsure if this
just wasn't a spineless joke that
nobody got.
Coming close to the bottom, Mi Vida Loca was almost as
bad as Tom Snyder trying to rap.
I wonder how fake an accent has
to be before the director has to
hire Elijah Wood to play a gangster. Allison Ander's second directorial effort fell flat in the hands
of Hollywood and thus disinte_grated the artistic vision she wondered us with in Gas, Food and
Lodging.
Another fatal bomb includes
the lesbi-gay documentary, Go
Fish, which felt more like a gay
rights speech filled with whining

his "We're bothjusttwocool guys
here, man," mouth in Speed, his
performance in Little Budda was
disgraceful. Absolutely the worst
impersonation of Aladdin
wannabe, Keanu's rep was definitely saved by his brut-haircut in
the speedometer caper of the summer.
Other embarrassing performances include the worst comeback of the year. After his hit Mrs.
Doubtfire, Robin Williams comes
back as a hairy, incompetent caveman in Being Human. Also there
was that Tank Girl chic, Lori
Petty as she astonished audiences
with her powerful and dramatic
performance as Pauly Shore's
army buddy.
James Woods continued to
annoy us with his quirky grin and
stud-like persona as he took part
in The Getaway and The Special-

MGM
Kurt Russell looked kind of tough in Stargate, but the film was definitely for the kids.
ist. Complete phoniness, Sly and
Basic Instinct girl competed for ·
the worst sex scene of the year in
The Specialist. Both were almost
as erotic as seeing Uma Thurman
compete for the thumb wrestling
championship on ESPN 2 (wait
-that was on a'bigger screen), in
Gus Van Sant's Even Cowgirls
Get the Blues. By the way, "Hi,
my name's Gus, Toronto didn't
like my piece on homos at a dude
· ranch, so I reedited it to make it
even more tedious.
Van Sant wasn't the only
director to fall from grace this
year. Wim Venders of Wings
fame, put out the sequel that
thrashed with sellout status.
Vender's Faraway, So Close was
by far the most disappointing film
of the year.
Here are some more celluloid drippings:
Most Revolting Actress Suzi Amis in Blown Away.
Worst Attempt at Humorthe Yugo in The Crow.
Most Unfunny Film
Trapped in Paradise
Most Pathetic Ensemble
Cast - Madeline Stowe, Drew
Barrymore, Mary Stewart
Masterson and Andie Macdowell
in Bad Girls.
The Most Desperate Attempt at an "Art Film" -Desperate Remedies.
Most Irritating Voice "Oh my God!" Melanie Griffith
in Milk Money.
Worst Kid Actor - Elijah
Wood, The War and North.
Worst Sex Scene - Sharon
Stone and her wig moaning on the
couch with Richard Gere.
Worst Line of the Year "I've never seen the sun set B-

fo'," AllenPayneinlason'sLyric.
Worst Gary · Busey Movie

- Surviving the Game.
Worst Movie about Nothing- PCU.
"Guess what, its the newest
Home Alone farce" - Blank
Check.
Absolutely the One Person
I Did Not Want to See Naked Eric Stoltz in Naked in New York.

Worst Special Effects - the
hotel room exploding down into
the (whoops is that a blue screen?)
ocean in The Specialist.
Just in case you're wondering, I didn't mention Cabin Boy,
but there's still next week, as I
venture into more confusion when
I will present my Who Cares List
of the Best of 1994.

Trapped in Paradise wasn't exactly Oscar-winning material
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Newsweek magazine.
Reba McEntire, Alan
Jcickson, Vince Gill and newcover
Billy Ray Cyrus followed with
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - big hits and television appearPeople and businesses are moving ances.
Spyridon said music and
to Nashville in droves as the worldrelated
entertainment
industries
wide explosion in country music
generated
an
estimated
$2 billion
popularity turns this Tennessee
for
the
local
economy
in 1993.
city into a hotbed of opportunity.
"The
numbers
have
just
skyrockMost Nashville residents
are tickled pink and a lot richer eted since 1991, and 1994 looks to
due to the boom in country music. be just as good," he said.
Spyridon said that while
Yet some of "Music
City's" newcomers - members the tempo shows few signs of abatof the music and record industries ing in 1995, the growth might be
who have come here for work as leveling off - at a high level.
Country music has enwell as an escape from the "rat
races" of Los Angeles and New joyed popular booms before but
York - fear that Nashville's not to the extent of the current
Southern manners and traditions explosion which began in 1991
and saw sales of country records
are on the verge of extinction.
"There's a real hospital- double from 1990.
Music industry sources
ity there you don't get in New
attribute
the
growth to increases
York and L.A. and in some ways,
in
radio
stations
playing country
there's a lot more creative freemusic
and
the
popularity
of The
dom," said Bill Bernstein, a New
Nashville
Network
(TNN)
and
York-based photographer who freCountry
Music
Television
(CMT)
quently visits Nashville to shoot
cable networks.
album covers.
Gaylord Entertainment
"But, it's going to start to
look like L.A. soon with freeways Co., which owns Opry land USA,
and traffic jams. It's inevitable TNN and CMT, is now transmitwith all the money that's going ting CMT to Europe and Asia.
And most Nashville vetdown there and all the buildings
that are going up," said Bernstein, erans are unperturbed by the eswho has toured with such well . tablishment of other country showknown acts as Paul McCartney places that are emerging in· such
places as Branson, Mo.
and U2.
"First of all, Branson is
For instance, BMI, an ordrawing
on
an older audience. At
ganization that protects the rights
the
very
least,
it's providing
of songwriters, is in the midst of
healthy
competition
for Nashtransferring about 350 positions
ville,"
said
Sovine.
from New York to a new building
Others said Nashville's
in Nashville.
"Nashville is still genteel country music industry has grown
but the stakes are higher here and as it h~ absorbed rock's earlier
people are playing harder ball than styles and young audiences.
"I think what's happenthey used to," said Roger Sovine,
vice president of BMI in Nash- ing is that country music is becoming more mainstream and
viJle.
"There's so much money more accessible than it was," said
to be made in country music today Bernstein who is scheduled to
that creative people are coming photograph a band called Little
from L.A. and New York and they Texas Jan. 14 in Nashville.
"The well-defined
all want a part of the action," he
boundaries
of country musiC( are
said.
broken,"
he said noting that
being
Indeed, most of the macountry
music
now incorporates
jorrecord companies have already
built modern high-rise headquar- more bands like the Eagles which
ters, recording studios and music are arock'n'roll act with a a counbusiness offices to replace old stu- try flavor.
Clay Smith, senior music
dios in cozy frame houses that
formerly typified Nashville's segment producer for the televicountry industry and home-town sion series "Entertainment Tonight," who moved to Nashville
ambiance.
"All the labels used to be from Los Angeles three years ago,
in converted homes and small said it might soon be time for
buildings, but they've come in Nashville to return to its grass
and spent tens of millions of dol- roots.
"I think a lot of people
lars building office buildings,
high-rises and state-of-the art stu- came here to capitalize on the
dios," said Butch Spyridon, ex- country music boom, but I suspect
ecutive vice president of the Nash- it's very tough to find a job right
vill e Convention and Visitors now and you might see the boom
plateauing off for a while," Smith
Bureau.
Garth Brooks kicked off said, adding:
the latest country music boom with
"I think it's going to be a
hit songs and lively stage acts ustime
for
new evaluation of couning high energy antics - smashtry music and we might see a reing guitars and climbing walls that lured young fans. His popu- turn to roots after getting very
larity landed him on the cover of commercial."
by SUE ZEIDLER
Reuters

REG 5219
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Nashville booming, some
fear Soulhem lifestyle
and traditions in danger
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DAY BEDS - CANOPY BEDS - ACCESSORIES - BAR STOOLS
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS - DESKS
FINANCING AVAILABLE

Mr. Kabob
The Best of Greek and Middle Eastern Cuisine
12245 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32817
( 407) 282-4442
Across from UCF and Next to UC7 Cinema

Lets talk about health food, UCF
Mr. Kabob h~s the best selection of healthy salads in town:
Taboulie Salad Parsley, green onions, tomatoes, green mint, and crackedwheat and blend of olive oil and lemon juice.
Fattoush Salad Tomatoes, onions, cucumbers, parsley, radishes, green .
peppers, mint, and toasted pita with our own secret dress~g.
Greek Salad Lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, beets, pcppcroncinis, black
olives, feta cheese, and our homemade dressing.

Garden Vegetable Salad & A Tossed Salad Selection of the best
vegetables in the garden.

Other health food recipes at ~Ir. Kobob:
Falafd A vegetarian burger made of ground chick peas, onions, garlic, parsley,
and secret seasoning deep fried in no cholesterol oil to golden brown and served
on fresh pita with tahini salad
Hommus Chick pea dip with garlic, Jcmon juice, and tahini sauce.
Ba ha Ghannough Charbroiled eggplants \\>ith garlic, parsley, lemon juice, and
tahini sauce.

To keep healthy at Mr. Kabob, all our kabobs are
charbroiled to perfection. Most dishes are served '\vith
our homemade fat f rec pita.
Mr. Kabob welcomes all faculty, staff, and students to eat
the healthiest food this new semester with 10 °/o discount.
A proper UCF I.D. is required.

I•

Bl LL STILL DIALS 1-8 DO-COLLECT TO CALL Hl.S. PARENlS~
EVEN THOUGH AS A CHILD HE WAS FORCED TO WEAR ADRESS.·

1-800-COLLECT
Save The People You Call Up To 44%.
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Welcome back
tzabloid
~tory ...

GIANT

Forget academics this semester, top
psychics warn -get
the hell out of Orlando, before a mutant 75-foot rabbit
has us all for breakfast!
With butt nuggets in excess of 400
lbs, the giant lepus
gargantuai could easily fill the entire reflecting pond with
one after-dinner

dump. But that's the
least of our worries
in 1995, as the rest of
the 8-ton bunny's
pals are hopping into
towninNovemberto make us all slaves!
''Let's put it this
way," G.G. Allin, a
prominent biologist
from Switzerland
Warned, ''wehad betWORLD EXCLUSIVE PHOTO/williams
An innocent student gets chomped on by a huge rabbit.
get used digging
holesforthesemono- just hope they don't ing on us!"
Allin added that
lithiccreatures.Let's do any medical test-

8-ton ferry critter to chow down on Southeast

ter

by MICHAEL WIDTE

In Music:
MULE KICKS IN

DOWNTOWN

TO INVADE UCF!

Staff writer

A couple of weeks ago it
was the Cows, and now we have
Mule, continuing the recent tradition of animal-monikered
groups headlining the Downtown Jazz and Blues Club on

Monday nights.
Mule is a Detroit group
known for jagged songs that the
band somehow manages to perform. Surprisingly, many of the
DJBC regulars seemed familiar
with the group.
The band's sound is somewhere between the Southern rock

~---------------------------~

of Lynard Skynyrd and harderedged sound of Social Distortion.
Some of the songs had an element
of country, but the main ingredient in each song was a driving riff,
the kind that gets. the audience
moving and builds tension in the
room.
Guitarist and vocalist P.W.
Long played with ragged intensity, wringing noise and mayhem
from his guitar. His vocals were
barely audible, but it wasn't too
big of a deal. Long isn't exactly
Tony Bennett anyway.
Bassist Kevin Munro played
his lines contemptuously, sucking down cigarettes while looking
pissed off.
Drummer Jacob Wilson
made it through each song, but if

his years of research
have shown that the
only effective way to ·
repel the beasts are
by giving them packs
of Malboro Lights.
"There's just
something about
theircool,smoothflavor with no harsh aftertaste that can
sooth even the most
savage beast," Allin
explained.
Lets hope.
his face contortions were any indication, it was not easy.
The band was not exactly
tight, but if they had been, it would
have defeated the purpose. Their
show was like a train wreck unchoreographed, violent, fierce
and very cool to witness from afar.
Those who like their music perfectly performed can wait for Rush
to hit the 0-rena again.
The crowd was definitely
into the music from the start. At
one point a semi-rnosh pit formed,
but no one was hurt. Maybe next
time.
Unfortunately the band did
not perform an encore, choosing
instead to get a head start selling
their t-shirts.

Be informed.
Write the news.
823-8192

·Student Bargains
. .. Save ·mor~. It's been

rented.before.

Sleeper & Chair Sets .................. .from $199.99

5-Pc. Dinette Sets ...... ~ ................from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occationai Tables ............ .from S 59.99
Full Bed Sets ...............................from S 59.99
Hurry in LO Cort and save 30-70% on prc-lca'ied. brand name
furn iture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

I

1920 Semoran Boulevard Vl'SA j
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a. m.- 6 p.m .fAij~
,
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
-

CORT.
FURNITURE RENTAL
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Women 2-1 in TAAC, 5-6 overall
by DANIELLE FERNEZ
Staff writer

With its most recent loss
against Florida International University, 83-65, the UCF women's
basketball team has once again
dropped below .500 at five up and
six down.
The Golden Knights did,
however, manage to stay aboye
.500 in Trans-America Athletic
Conference play, in which they
are currently 2- l. Junior forward
Priscilla Smith led the way in the
losing effort with 20 points and
four assists.
Smith sees FIU as the only
major obstacle. "I think we'll be
fine for the rest of our conference
games until we come back to FAU
and FIU," Smith said.
UCF did defeat conference
foe Florida Atlantic 72-69 on Jan.
5. It was Tamika Coley led the
offense with 25 points and 11 offensive rebounds. LaTonya
Johnson and Gylanda Henderson
each added 11 points for the
Golden Knights. Defensively, it
was Priscilla Smith who pulled
down nine rebounds for UCF.
Over the Christmas break,
the Golden Knights hosted the
Sunbank-UCF Holiday Classic
tournament. On December 29,
UCF defeated Fairleigh Dickinson
85-77. Coley, who hit on eight of
13 from 3-point range, scored 24
points. Henderson also added 24
points, 15 of those from the outside.

On
Dec. 30, undefeated
Mississippi
pounded the
Golden
Knights, 9152. Coley
scored 14
points in the
losing cause
w h i 1 e
Johnson
added 10.
''Coach
Richardson
wanted us to
prepare for
the TAAC
teams
by
playing
tougher
teams like
Texas A&M
and Mississippi," Smith
said. "He
wanted us to
b r e e z e

through our
T A A C

photo/SOLARES

Junior Priscilla Smith had 20 points and four
assists in the 83-65 loss to FIU.

games when
it's time to play them."
On Dec. 31, UCF was truly
crushed by Texas A&M, 90-54.
Coley provided most of the offense, scoring almost half of the
total points with25. She also added
a total of 11 rebounds.
The UCF women's basketball team will be home at the UCF

Arena on Jan. 12 and again on the
14th to take on two of its TransAmerica Athletic Conference rivals, Campbell University and
College of Charleston. Game time
forthe Jan. 12 game vs. Campbell
fa 7:30 p.m. and it's 4 p.m. for the
ga~e . against the College of
Charleston on the 14th.

Dolphins fall in
the second half
SAN DIEGO (Reuter) - Stan
Humphries threw an eight-yard
touchdown pass to Mark Seay with
. 35 seconds left to rally the San Diego Chargers to a 22-21 victory
over the Miami Dolphins that
vaulted them into the AFC Championship game for the first time in 13
years.
Miami's Pete Stoyanovich
missed a 47-yard field goal wide
right with one second left after the
Dolphins had used an interference
call to move into San Diego territory.
The Chargers used a powerful ground game and short passes to
overcome a 15-point halftime deficit and some questionable calls by
the officials. They will face the Pittsburgh Steelers next Sunday with a
chance to advance to the Super Bowl
for the first time in franchise history.
San Diego began the winning
drive on its own 39. Humphries hit
Ronnie Harmon for 10 yards and
Seay for 13 to move to the Miami 39
with 1:55 left to go. Harmon caught
another pass for six yards, and after
an incompletion, Humphries hit
Tony Martin with a slant pass for 15
yards to the Miami 18.
Another eight-yard reception
by Harmon anc~ a pair of short runs
by Natrone Means gave San Diego
a first down at the Dolphins' eight
with 42 seconds left. Seay went
from left to right behind other receivers and was wide open in the flat
for the go-ahead score.

Only $2, 462. Or about $46. a montb.t

Macintosh' Performa'

6115 81350 with CD-ROA!, Multiple Sc;an 15 DisplaJ
AppleDesign Keyboard and mouse.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.'

Only $3,261. Or about $61. a month.+

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need - time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
1 •'power every student needs. The power to be your best~

Ap
pie .

For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
7100166 81500 u'itb CD-ROJl tWJ/e' Multiple Scan
15 Displa;; AppleDesigti KeylXiard and mouse.

1
Defemd Apple ComputeT loan offer erpires February 17, 1995. No payment of interest or prindpal uill be requiredfor 90 days. (Some resellm may retjmre a deposit to hold merr:handise ubile Joan is being aPflrOlledJ Interest
accruing during this 90-dayperiod u"il/ be added to prindpal, and tbe principal amount, as so increased, u'ill thereafter bear interest uhicb Ifill be induded in the repayment schedule. 'Montbly{JaJment is an estimate based on the
folk1ui11g 111fomU1tio11; For the Prrfom1a' 6115 CD system sbou11 here, a purchase price of $2,60972, u·hich indudes 6% soles ta:r; induding loan fees, /be total loan amount is $2,761.61, uhich mulls in a monthly payment
obligation of $46. For the Pou-er Macintosh' 7100/66 CD sys/em shou11 here, a purchase price of $3,45666, uhich includes 6% sales tax: induding loan fees, the Iota/ loan amount is $3.657.84, uhicb results in a monthly{Ja)ment
obliga!:on of $61. OJmputer S)Stem prices, loan amounts and sales ta.res may rar)'. See your autlxmzed Apple Campus Reseller or representatire for currenl S)'Slem prices, Joan and tax amounts. loans arefor a minimum of$1,000
to a man mum of $10 000 lbu may taie out 11/DTY! than one loan, but the total ofall loam cannot e.xc.eed $10,000 a11nual(1•. A55%loan origination fee u·!IJ be addRti to the requested loan amount. 7be infe11!SI rate is t:ariable. based
on the cvmmerdal paper rate plus 535%. For tbe month ofNo!'en1ber. 1994, the interest rate uas 10.85% u·iih an Annual Peramtage Rate of12./(fi.. 8-year loan term u'ifb no fJrepa)menl penally. 7be monthly {JaJmenl and the
Annual Percentage Rate shou11 asmme the 90-day deferment ofprincipal and mteresl descnb!Xi abore and no other deferment ofprinapal or interest. Students may defer prindpal{JaJmenfs up to 4 years. or until graduation.
Defem:mt u1// change your monlh{1 JXlJ!'lenls 7be Apple Computer loan is subject to crPdit approral Apple OJmputer loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers mailable only to qualifying students, faculty and staff.
Offers mailableonlyfrom :'{fJleora11 atJ!hori::edA/JfJleCampu.s ReseflerorrP{JreSet11afil-e. ©1994A/JfJle<:omputer, Inc. All rip)Jts rf!Sen:ed. Apple, the Apple logo. /.fadnlfJsh, I?rforma and '7befxJU'l!Tfobeyuur bes/' are reglSfmd
trademarks ofApple 0Jmputer, /11c. A/1JleDesigtl and Poo:er Jlacintosh are trademarks ofA/jlle C:Ompu!er, Inc.
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Golden Knights struggle through winter break, despite hanging in with top-name opponents
I-BALL, from page 16
playing without Swaby, the Golden
Knights perfonned poorly.
Prior to the game, point guard
PatrickButtssaidUSFwouldbeready
for UCF because of the Golden
Knights' success last year. He was
right
UCF 86- Winthrop 80
Behinda29-pointperfonnance
from Darryl Davis, UCF won its second game of the season. It marked the
Golden Knights' first home win.
Winthrop had things going their
way until about midway through the
second half. The Golden Knights came
back from a nine-point deficit but did
not pull away until the final minutes.
Patrick Butts sank several free throws
in the final minutes to seal the game.
Alabama 73 - UCF 60
Though UCF lost, the Golden
Knights surprised Division I-A powerhouse Alabama, playing the Crimson Tide tough on its home floor.
Swaby had a phenomenal game with
26 points, eight rebounds and two ·
assists Chuck Roberts chipped in l 0
points in only 21 minutes.
Hartford 69- UCF 62

•

•

•
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Baseball season is rolling
around, so it's
time to cover
UCF's very own
boys of summer
this spring. If
you are interested in cover~
ing either baseball, women's
basketball, tennis or track and
field, give
sports editor
Jason Swancey
a ring at 8328054. We'll get
you some clippings for the old
scrapbook.
Plus, if you're a
UCF student,
we can get you
into any UCF
sporting event
for free. Isn't
that cra~y!

This was another tough defeat
for the Golden Knights. Once again
Swaby led all UCF scorers with 16
points, but he also committed five
tumovers.Bothteamsshotpoorlyfrom
the floor, Hartford - 39.7 percent
UCF - 37 percent.
UNLV 103-UCF 90
The Golden Knights almost
pulled off the upset, leading for much
of the game. UNLV hit a buzzerbeaterto forceovertimeandthen dominated the extraperiod, outscoring UCF
19-6. Ted Portee led all UCF scorers
with 22 points, while Swaby cleaned
the glass with eight rebounds.
Stetson 83- UCF 80
Stetson lost to UCF last season
in the finals of the TAAC tournament
Undoubtedly, they wanted to whip the
Knights after the tournament defeat,
which was broadcast on ESPN. The
Hatters got their revenge- well, sort
of.

The Hatters bested the Golden
Knights in DeLand, but only after
blowing a 17-point se.cond half lead,
forcing overtime. Ochiel Swaby led
theGoldenKnightswith20pointsand
nine rebounds.
Stetson was in a position to

blow out UCF late in the game. But
poor free throw shooting by the Hatters allowed Swaby and the Golden
Knights to force overtime. The Hatters did not score in the final 4:33 of
regulation play.
UCF fought hard in the extra
period behind seniors Chucky Rob- .
erts, and Swaby could not stop the
Hatters from pulling away in the closing seconds.
Despite losing the majority of
their pre-conference games, the
Golden Knights can still make a run at
the NCAA tournament by beating
their conference opponents. Coach
Kirk Speraw does not regret playing
such a tough pre-conference schedule.
"I think eventually it's going to
pay off," Speraw said. ''We played
Alabamatough,andwehadtheUNLV
game won."
Part of the Golden Knights'
early struggles might be attributed to
the absence of star forward Ochiel
Swaby. The Golden Knights needed
his scoruig and leadership in the games
he missed.
After Swaby returned, the
Golden Knights' offense was still

not clicking until
the victory against
FIU.
"We're still
in a learning
phase," Speraw
said. ''We haven't
hit on all cylinders."
Swaby said
the team is ready to
take on the conference after the tough
early losses.
"We have a
decent team, even
though the record
might not show it,"
Swaby said. "We
have a chance to win
every game we
play."
Swaby views
the overtime losses
to UNLV and
photo/SOLARES
Stetson as character Coach Kirk Speraw has led the Golden
builders which will Knights to a 1-~ conference record so far.
help the team in the
long run. He said the Golden the low turnout at UCF home games.
Knights' outside shooting and de"To be honest, it' s been
fense still need to improve.
sparse," Swaby said. "I think the
He has been disappointed by Georgia loss turned them off."
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Magic too much for Timbe1Wolves in sbetch
Olt was an
efficient game for
the Magic as
they dished 35
assists and
gave only 14
turnovers.

O'Neal and Hardaway both
chipped in with five dishes.
O'Neal was the leading
scorer with 34 points in 41 minutes. Dennis Scott was the leading scorer off the bench, making the most of his 13 minutes
of playing time by scoring a
quick 15.
Magic coach Brian Hill
was impressed with the efficiency with which the team
executed Friday night.
"We had 21 more assists
than turnovers tonight, and I'm
very happy with that," Hill said.
In fact, it was the 35 to 14
assist to turnover ratio that was
causing broad smiles in the
Mag~c locker room after the

While you were away enjoying the holiday festivities and taking a well-deserved break from
school, the world of sports kept on
going with many new happenings.
The NFL playoffs got under way
during the break, and there just has
not been many quality playoff teams
by JASON SWANCEY
thus far. For example, Chicago and
Sports editor
Green Bay looked simply ridiculous even being in the playoffs.
The Orlando Magic
There are just four teams left. For
won a tough game over the
the third straight year, the San FranMinnesota Timberwolves
cisco 49' ers will meet the Dallas
last Friday evening fl.t the
Cowboys in the NFC championOrlando Arena, 121-99.
ship game. The Steelers will meet
Tough? The hardest victothe San Diego Chargers for the
ries are most often the ones gam~.
AFC championship.
you're not supposed to lose.
"I think we controlled the
In college football, Nebraska
"You always have to ball real well tonight ,"
coach Tom Osbourne finally got
worry about a team that Hardaway said. "We got the
his national championship. The
shouldn't beat you coming ball to people who needed it.
Cornhuskers picked up a huge vicin and beating you,'' said That helped us get a big margin
Magic point ·guard on them and seal the game."
tory over the Miami Hurricanes in
the Orange Bowl. TheCornhuskers
Anfernee
Hardaway.
Orlando outshot the
were voted national champs in both
"They're a lot tougher than Wolves 54 percent to 42 percent
polls despite the fact that Penn State
everyone thinks. Most of from inside the arc, and 45 to 14
went undefeated as well. It marked
their losses were very from downtown.
the fourth time in Joe Paterno' s
close."
After the game, Hill noted that
career as Penn State's head coach
Balance was the key Shaq didn't look sluggish for the
that his team went undefeated but
to success for the Magic first time in a couple of weeks.
did not win a national champion(25-6) against the Wolves
Maybe it was because he was up
ship.
(6-23). Donald Royal (6), against Sean Rooks for most of
Several college und~rclass
Horace Grant (10) and the night. Rooks is only 6-10 and
men have given .up their final year
ShaquilleO'Neal (7) al1 had 250 lbs., which is infinitesimal
of eligibility to try their hands at the
over five rebounds and col- next to the seven-foot giant. It
photo/SOLARES
lectively cleaned the glass.
NFL. Defensive end Derrick
Shaquille O'Neal is one of the biggest reasons the Orlando Magic
Brian Shaw led the way
Alexander is leaving FSU early.
are 15-0 at home so far this season. O'Neal also leads the NBA in
see MAGIC, page 14
with nine assists while
Big play wide receiver Jack Jackscoring wit~ 30 ppg average.
son will leave the Gators early. r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - Miami is losing two underclassman. Warren Sapp is leaving as the
best defensive line prospect in many
years, and running back James
Stewart is leaving the offense.
by MIKE WHITE
''They made their runs, but we
If you were worried that you Staff writer
didn't panic," Swaby said.
missed some exciting baseball acThe victory evens the Golden
tion during the holiday break, well
TheUCFmen 'sbasketballteam Knights' (3-7) conference record at 1don't be, because you did not miss halted its four-game losing streak.Sat- 1. Prior to the victory, the Knights
a thing. The strike is still continu- urday, beating Florida International suffered through a tough stretch in
ing.
97-85 at the UCF arena The offense which they lost three games in overAs for hockey, you did not performed splendidly, shooting 54 time and were blown out by USF.
miss any NHL action either. The percent from the field, well above the
In case you were on vacation,
deadline is today to save the sea- team's average of 39 percent.
here'sarecapofthegamestheGolden
son, but do not expect anything to
''Last night was a good step Knight') played over the break:
happen.
forward," Ochiel Swaby said.
Despite a grueling DecemSwaby led all scorers with 27 Georgia 83- UCF 52
ber schedule, the Magic continued points.
The Georgia Bulldogs visited
to play well during December and
'Tm starting to feel more com- the UCF arena for the biggest home
maintain there league leading fortable," Swaby said, referring to his game in UCF history. The arena was
record. Shaquille O'Neal is leading recent academic suspension. "It takes packed and ready to see the Golden
the league in scoring and is second a while to get the chemistry back."
Knights upset the heavily favored
in field goal percentage. Both Shaq
Point guard Patrick Butts con- Bulldogs.
and Anfernee Hardaway lead the tinued his strong play, contributing 27
The Golden Knights kept the
eastern conference in a11-star vot- points and hitting five of six three- score relatively close in the first half,
ing at their positions.
point attempts. He also dished out with Patrick Butts scoring back-toMagic forward Anthony seven assists.
back threepointers, bringing the crowd
StellarperformancesfromButts to its feet. In the second half the BullAvent tried to pull a fast one on the
police last week. After going to the and Swaby are not unusual. But the dogs pulled away capitalizing on a
hospital with knife wounds, Avent UCFoffensegotaboostfromreserves tentative UCF offense.
concocted a story about being at- Ted Portee and Nedad Radovski
'This is not the way we play
,tacked at Church Street, but when Portee, the Golden Knights' sixth man, basketball," Butts said after the game.
:the truth came out, Avent had actu- scored 10 points and handed out six
The Golden Knights sorely
la11y gotten in a fight with a friend at assists.Radovskiscored 11 points and missed the scoring and leadership of
his residence and did not want his grabbedsevenrebounds,tyingSwaby Swaby, who missed the game befriend to get in trouble. All sides for the team lead in the game.
cause of his academic probation.
....
1have dropped
the issue.
Against Stetson and UNLV, USF 89- UCF 64
After struggling a lot early, theKnightslosthighlycontestedbattles
The Golden Knights hoped to
the
UCF
Golden Knight basket- in overtime. They had little trouble rebound from the Georgia loss with a
I
ball team got on track over the with the Panthers, though, and led at victory against their in-state rivals, but
weekend picking up their third win halftime by 14 points. The Golden instead suffered another rout. Again
photo/SOLARES
of the eason over FIU and im- Knights lead did not drop below nine
Patrick Butts is off to a fast start this season. He had 27
proving to 1-1 in the TAAC.
points in the second half.
See B-BAU, page 15 points and seven assists in the FIU victory.
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Golden Knights beat Florida International by 14
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